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A recipe for success or a design for disaster? Although theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re sisters, Paige and Erin

Forrester are like oil and water, night and day, denim and silk. Paige is an outgoing fashionista who

loves to be the center of attention, while Erin is more comfortable sporting vintage garb and

recording the action around her. When a near disaster turns into the opportunity of a lifetime, these

two very-different sisters are given the chance to star in their own fashion-TV show. A guest spot on

a hot teen-reality series and their first big red-carpet assignment give this unlikely partnership plenty

of room for successÃ¢â‚¬â€•and even more for failure.
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Melody always writes interesting stories, but this one was far from anything that I could feel free

letting my kids read. Too much talk and description of EVERYTHING EXCEPT how to dress right,

act right, simple plan of Salvation, parental guidance...etc.At 18 these girls acted more like they

were in their 20s and Mom let them.This one missed the mark for me.



Review by Jill WilliamsonWhen Paige and Erin are helping their mother with a live, on location

segment for the news with Paige in front of the camera and Erin filming, Paige starts critiquing

people's clothing. Erin is mortified at how rude her sister is and worries her mother's job is now in

jeopardy. But a reality show producer saw the segment and asks Paige to be the star of a new

fashion reality show called On the Runway. Paige's mother has one condition: Erin goes on the

show too, as a cameraman. And so Erin is thrown into a world of glitz, glamour, and drama, whether

she likes it or not, pretty much to babysit her impulsive older sister.Loved it! With the reality TV

craze, this book is a clever addition to Christian fiction for teen girls. The book sucked me in. I

couldn't put it down. It was so fun and realistic and slightly horrifying as we watched Paige barge

onto the set of another popular reality show and make waves. I guess that just means I relate more

with Erin's practical personality. The characters were so real, I felt like this was happening in

Hollywood right now and if I flipped to the right channel on my TV, I'd see Paige and Erin doing their

thing. I can't wait to read the next book in this series. If you haven't read this book, what are you

waiting for? Two girls getting the opportunity of a lifetime, a little romance, a lot of Hollywood drama.

This is a perfect for teen girls.

I enjoyed this story because it was a bit different since the character Erin was the only Christian in

her family. She was also the one who never wanted to be in the limelight. Her sister was beautiful

and talented. Her mom was involved in the entertainment industry through the local news. I enjoyed

reading those segments. I also enjoyed the dating scenarios and the reality show aspect of the

novel. It felt very behind-the-scenes so the setting seemed natural to me.I wished there had been

more romance in the story because it seemed lacking in romantic tension. I did like the message in

the story and how the author didn't make the girls crazy and worldly. Plus, the character Erin

seemed natural to me. I liked how her sister Paige ended up listening to her when she had her crisis

over Benjamin. I'm not into fashion or haute couture, so that didn't do much for me. I'm not even

sure if I spelled it right. I read the teaser for the next book and honestly, it didn't turn me on, so I

probably won't be reading it. But I did enjoy this first book in the series. It was interesting and fun,

and not too heavy-handed in the faith department.

This is a refreshing young adult book that is not about a group of popular girls, instead it is about

two sisters who are selected to star in their own fashion themed reality show after they make an

appearance on the local news. Paige is the fashion conscious sister who follows reality television



while her sister Erin is a Christian who does not like reality television. Erin follows her beliefs even

while appearing on another popular reality television show and even on her own. There is enough

temptation out there. This is a realistic look at a Christian in the entertainment industry who

participates in a secular show.

I LOVE THIS BOOK SO MUCH! I also recommend the rest of the series! These are very good

books for teenage girls!

Cute and predictable but a real nice read for by the beach or pool or anytime you just won't to read

something light.

This was a quick read and a cute story. There are some good morals and characters that people

can relate to. Not a top pick but a good read.

This book was so bad I never even finished reading it. Usually i finish anything i start, this is only

one of about 5 books in my life that I could not finish.
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